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Introduction

What is the 811 Emergency Report?

Who Created It?

What Where the Findings?

How Was It Received By One Calls?

What Are the Next Steps?

CGA Update 



Introduction

• Louis Panzer, Executive Director, NC 811
• Proud Participant in WRGC for Almost 20 Years
• Long Time Member of the Common Ground Alliance
• Current Co-Chair of the Data and Reporting Committee (DIRT)
• Co-Author, “Underground Utilities for Construction Practitioners and 

Homeowners,” ASCE Press



What is the 811 
Emergency Report?

• A report that was designed to identify waste in 
states’ One Call processes.

• The waste was determined to be a result of laws, 
policies and procedures that create excess cost 
in the damage prevention process.

• Interviews conducted with stakeholders in all 50 
states

• Released in November, 2021



Who Created it?

• Study was conducted by 

Continuum Capital.

• Funded by the Infrastructure 

Protection Coalition

• Cost = $500,000 (roughly)



What Were the 
Findings?

• The study concluded that there was $61B lost 
to waste and/or inefficiencies in the “system” 
(quotes mine)

• Executive Summary and overall tone suggest 
that 811 systems, nationwide, are deficient



What Were the 
Findings?

• States were ranked and placed into 4 quartiles 
based on the findings



How Did One 
Calls Respond?

• Immediately upon release, One Call 
Centers reviewed the “findings”, 
questioned the methods and found 
incorrect information in their 
individual states’ reports.

• For example: in NC the original 
report identified needs for:

• Balanced enforcement
• Balanced 811 Board
• Mandatory Damage Reporting
• Mandatory Positive Response
• Need for Data Collection
• Need to Report to CGA
• Standard Ticket Size and Scope



How Did One 
Calls Respond?

• The title was specifically chosen to 
be provocative, even though the 811 
systems themselves have very little 
control over the areas the report 
found fault with. 

• Reactions varied from “concerned” 
to “outraged”

• Some wrote letters directly to 
NULCA, some to Continuum and 
many sought corrections to be made.



Current Website: 
ircweb.org

• The website currently brings you directly to a map 

of the US with links by state to their individual 

reports.

• The last update was in June of this year.

• Some corrections were made from the original.

• NC 811 responded in writing with our corrections, 

yet the report still includes incorrect information.



Next Steps

• It is unlikely any additional updates to the incorrect input will be 
provided.

• It appears that the main goal of the IPC is to promote legislative 
changes within the states deemed to be insufficient.

• Letters were sent to Governors, Commissions and Legislators

• Reaction from One Call mixed at this point
• 1 reaction would be extreme outrage, complaints delivered to Continuum

• Another reaction is methodical responses to each inconsistency

• A third response is radio silence, intending to not give the report oxygen or 
legitamacy



Final Analysis

• The overall damage prevention process includes, but is not limited 

to, 811.

• There are always opportunities for improvement.

• My opinion is, the study would have been better received by 811 

centers if:

• Named differently

• Accurate information for each state from the beginning

• Some heads up about the overall intent of the study before release



CGA Updates 



CGA Updates 

• Gold Shovel absorbed by the 
CGA

• Sam Hall, VP of the Damage 
Prevention Institute

• What is the Damage Prevention 
Institute you might ask?





Best Practices Update

DIRT Report Update

• 2021 Report being 
developed today

• Challenge with data in flux
• Impact

Technology Report

Next Practices

Conference



Technology Report



Next Practices



Conclusions

Important to understand the 
role of 811

Imagine a relay race with one 
baton passed and 5 duplicates 
passed to individual runners.

Butterfly Effect

All starts with Shared 
Responsibility



Questions?



Thank You!

Louis Panzer
Executive Director

NC 811
336- 707- 1736

louis@ nc811.org


